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This article summarises studies, conducted under 
the GEMACA II project, on the grouping and

development of high value-added activities in
Dublin, London, Paris Ile-de-France and RhineRuhr2.
The studies show that certain enterprise clusters3

have developed in these West European 
metropolitan areas because of the significant 
competitive advantages such areas provide. 
This, in turn, highlights the strategic role of 
geographical/spatial location in the context 
of globalisation. Yet, paradoxically, 
the ongoing globalisation process is often 
reflected in the ability of enterprises to locate 
wherever they wish in the world. However, 
it is now recognised that enterprise clustering 
is an important factor in economic 
development and has not developed 
through spontaneous dynamics alone. 
Local players from the public, private and 
voluntary sectors have sometimes played 
a prominent role in fostering the birth and 
development of enterprise clustering.
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(1) Director of «strategy and analys» Department,
Paris Regional Development Agency in Ile-de-France
(2) The complete study is available from the partners
involved in the project and can be downloaded from the
following address:
http://www.iaurif.org/en/projects/networking/gemaca/
(3) Defined as geographical groupings of companies in
related lines of business.
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The GEMACA study analysed the deve-

lopment of spatial sectors or enterprise

clusters with high growth potential in the

Functional Urban Regions (FURs) of

Dublin, London, Paris Ile-de-France and

RhineRuhr. In the context of increasing

European and global economic integra-

tion, cost competitiveness plays an impor-

tant role. Therefore, the purpose of the

study was to identify the economic activi-

ties that have been developing rapidly in

these four major metropolitan areas.

Enterprise clusters: factors
of regional competitiveness

To identify the competitive advantages of

companies in the regional environments of

Dublin, London, Paris Ile-de-France and

RhineRuhr, the GEMACA team had to

decide which level of analysis to adopt: the

company, the sector, the cluster or the type

or line of business. After studying the exis-

ting literature on the subject, the team

decided that the most relevant level for

analysing the advantages and disadvan-

tages of these regions was that of enterpri-

se clusters. This was recognition of the

renewed importance of the local, territorial

dimension to the redistribution of indus-

trial activity and the significance of innova-

tion for the dynamics of regional develop-

ment. Analysis at the enterprise cluster

level helps to identify regional economic

specialisation differently from the traditio-

nal sector approaches. The GEMACA team

used a definition of enterprise cluster pro-

posed by Michael Porter, a professor at

Harvard Business School: an enterprise

cluster is «a geographically proximate

group of interconnected companies and

associated institutions (universities, stan-

dards agencies or trade associations, for

example) in a particular field, linked by

competition and co-operation.» The geo-

graphical size or scope of clusters varies

according to the local context.

Enterprise clusters also vary according to

their level of development. The study distin-

guished between three possible stages of

development: embryonic (new), established

(emerging) and mature (well-developed).

The clusters studied as part of the GEMA-

CA project often extend over an entire

FUR (Functional Urban Region), although

there also exist intra-regional clusters, such

as the genetics cluster («génopôle») in

Evry, Ile-de-France, and the media cluster

in Soho, London.

As part of this project, 21 case studies were

conducted in the four chosen regions4. The

business sectors of the enterprise clusters

studied are listed on the map below. Three

business sectors were common to all four

regions: information and communication

technologies (ICT), creative industries and

biotechnologies. In addition, each national

team studied at least two other clusters cho-

sen because of their local strategic impor-

tance. Most of the clusters that were studied

featured high value-added industries.

T

(4) The results of the four case studies are
presented in this IAURIF Cahier. Source : Interreg II C



To make it easier to carry out a comparati-

ve analysis, a common methodology/fra-

mework for analysis was agreed. Data

about each cluster were collected to answer

several sets of questions. What factors have

contributed to the formation and develop-

ment of clusters of high value-added

industries in Europe’s major areas of eco-

nomic activity? What are the growth pros-

pects for the clusters analysed? What loca-

tion/relocation strategies did companies

implement? How did the public authorities

influence the birth and development of the

clusters analysed? 

In addition to analysing the dynamics of

enterprise clustering, this research work

allowed the teams to outline certain recom-

mendations concerning the potentially sui-

table policies on enterprise clustering.

The proximity factor

What explains the emergence and develop-

ment of enterprise clusters in the major

European metropolitan areas? The geogra-

phical/spatial concentration of enterprises

in clusters can be explained mainly by the

external savings they benefit from by being

located in metropolitan areas5. This expla-

nation goes back quite a long way in histo-

ry, that is, to the heyday of capitalist deve-

lopment. In 1890, the British economist

Alfred Marshall had already identified the

benefits of concentrating economic activi-

ties in what he called «industrial districts».
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(5) However, the study of the relative impor-
tance of cluster growth factors is very recent
and therefore does not have much to show
for it in terms of results.

The difficulties of analysing clusters

Analysing enterprise clusters in major metropolitan areas is
very useful, but in practice, there are a number of difficulties
to overcome.
To begin with, it is not always easy to establish the geogra-
phical boundaries of clusters. In the case studies referred to
above, they often coincided with those of functional urban
regions. However, the problem is that cluster boundaries are
not only geographical, but also economic. The concentration of
firms in clusters (“location quotients”) varies according to a
range of dimensions: the breadth of horizontal integration; the
depth of vertical integration; the scope of economic activity
(the number and types of activities within a cluster); the
degree of business development abroad; the penetration of
foreign companies, etc. These various dimensions are difficult
to assess.
The next difficulty is to collect statistical data on clusters,
such as: the number of jobs created directly and indirectly by

the companies located in them; the level of qualification of
the work force; the degree of business concentration within
the cluster; the nature and intensity of inter-company lin-
kages; and the rate of growth in turnover (total sales). The
information collected is often quite inconsistent from one
region or cluster to another because of the lack of cluster-
based data or the difficulty of assessing internal linkages.

Finally, there is the problem of the relevance of the data sets
collected. Data are often based on standard industrial and
administrative classifications, which are not always relevant
to clusters. Such classification standards do not allow links
between companies to be taken into account, and often clas-
sify enterprises under different statistical categories, whereas
they are linked with each other. Similarly, in certain regions,
statistical data are produced based on geographical bounda-
ries that make it difficult to rework them at FUR level.

Three business sectors are common
to all four chosen regions :

information and communication
technologies (ICT), creative industries

and biotechnologies. Most of the
clusters that were studied featured

high value-added industries.
V.Gollain/Iaurif
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Today, the economic environment is very

different from that of the late 19th century.

In particular, enterprises are now engaged

in worldwide competition. In this context,

companies that locate or relocate to clus-

ters related to their lines of business can

benefit from several decisive competitive

advantages. These are based on generic

location-related factors, such as the level of

qualification of the working population,

the quality of governance, territorial infra-

structure and local or regional research &

development (R&D). Companies can

make the most of specific location-related

benefits of enterprise clustering when such

benefits are available at cluster level. These

specific benefits include the following.

- Access to specialised skills. The existence

of a pool of qualified people whose qualifi-

cations fit those required by companies,

and the availability of specialised local sub-

contractors are significant advantages.

Companies also often benefit from the

local presence of institutions (such as

research centres, universities, start-up

incubators, chambers of commerce, etc.),

non-profit organisations (local employer

groupings, economic development agen-

cies, trade associations, etc.) and service

companies (business law firms, consul-

tants, financiers, etc.) that meet corporate

needs.

- By encouraging local actors to capitalise

on, develop and cultivate links between the

enterprises, research centres, non-profit

organisations, chambers of commerce, etc.

that make up clusters, clustering is also a

factor of regional differentiation.

- The existence of a cluster leads to the

creation and development of specialised

public and private sector facilities that

benefit the community as a whole, such as,

for example, technology resource centres,

start-up incubators and vocational trai-

ning units.

- Spatial proximity makes it easier to transfer

information, tacit knowledge and expertise

through formal and informal exchanges. It

also enhances the possibility of face-to-face

contacts, which favour technology spillovers

that are critical for innovation.

- The sharing of cultural norms, standards

and codes is also very beneficial. By joining

the same trade bodies, using the same lei-

sure facilities, attending the same church

services, practising the same sports, etc. the

people who are part of a cluster create and

develop a system of local standards. This

system enhances the quality of professional

relationships and discourages opportunis-

tic behaviour because people have to pre-

serve their reputations. The financial com-

munity in the City of London is a particu-

larly good example of this.

- Quicker and better understanding of mar-

ket demand. To meet the needs of partner

enterprises and buyers, companies are led to

be more innovative. This is very much the

case in the major areas of economic activity,

particularly London and Paris Ile-de-France.

- Finally, the last two major factors of

competitiveness relate to “co-opetition”,

that is, the dialectical interaction between

co-operation and competition that goes

on within clusters. Enterprises interact

with each other through a complex inter-

play of co-operation and competition.

Depending on the market segments or

their interests, they can form alliances or,

on the contrary, compete strongly with

each other. Such interplay between players

in the same cluster stimulates their efforts

to improve productivity and enhance

their innovation capacity.

The combination of all these factors

explains why enterprises cluster together in

major metropolitan areas. If they took pro-

duction costs alone into account, they

would not do so, because locating or relo-

cating to such areas generates higher costs,

such as higher salaries and rent charges, for

example.

However, the case studies have shown that

the development of enterprise clusters

also results from historical factors.
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Quicker and better
undestanding of market

demand is a specific benfit.
To meet the needs of partner

enterprises and buyers,
companies are led

to be more innovative.
Ph.Chambard/Iaurif
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The role of historical factors
As we have seen, the formation of enterpri-

se clusters owes a lot to generic factors.

However, their birth and development can

also be explained by a number of special

conditions that cannot be reproduced. In

some cases, such conditions have been

brought about by accident of history (the

availability of specific local resources, the

spontaneous development of a given field

of activity, etc.); in other cases, the condi-

tions are intrinsic to a given area, such as

the presence of a company that is the dri-

ving-force of the local economy or the exis-

tence of major local facilities for research

and innovation6.

The example of the «creative industries» is

a good illustration of the role played by his-

torical factors in cluster formation. Under

the GEMACA II project, on the basis of a

study by the British government7, the follo-

wing industries were shown to have for-

med a very diverse cluster made up of seve-

ral lines of business: advertising, film pro-

duction, television, the music industry,

architecture, engineering, software, IT ser-

vices and photography.

The presence of these industries in London

and Paris can be explained by certain spe-

cial historical conditions, such as the exis-

tence of creative artistic capabilities, strong

cultural identities, the “national capital

city” factor, etc. These conditions have been

sustained by an ongoing capacity for inno-

vation, which has allowed these two cities

to capitalise on these special historical

conditions, enabling theme to establish

their reputations as two of the main global

centres for the creative industries, while at

the same time allowing them to renew their

industrial fabric.

An illustration: the factors
that explain the presence 
of ICT and finance clusters
in North Western Europe

To show how proximity and historical fac-

tors explain the development of enterprise

clusters, we can look at two examples: the

financial and ICT growth sectors in the

Dublin, London, Paris Ile-de-France and

Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan areas.

The development of information 
and communication technologies (ICT)
In recent years, the ICT sector has been

very much in the news with the rapid deve-

lopment of the “new economy”, followed

by the bursting of the speculative bubble

caused by this rapid development.

Although this sector has been in serious

difficulties recently, there is no doubt that it

has played a strategic role in the develop-

ment of modern economies, particularly

because of the structural change it has

brought about and the new possibilities it

has opened up for regional development.

Against this background, the location of

ICT producers has become highly concen-

trated in several European metropolitan

areas, including Dublin, London, Paris Ile-

de-France and the RhineRuhr area.

(6) See the article on science and technolo-
gy.
(7) This study is available from:
www.culture.gov.uk/creative/mapping.html

Employment in the «creative industries»

Source : Gemaca reports © Iaurif
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The main factors that explain this concentra-

tion have been the following.

-  The strength of local demand for IT ser-

vices due to the size of the functional

urban regions concerned. In these four

regions, the penetration rate of the inter-

net in companies and private homes has

been higher than elsewhere.

-  These regions are very accessible, especial-

ly London, Paris and the RhineRuhr area.

-  The high quality of urban life in many

large metropolitan areas, which is particu-

larly attractive to the highly qualified

employees in the ICT sector.

-  Use of ICT is far more developed in large

metropolitan areas than in the rest of the

European Union.

-  The presence of considerable scientific and

technological resources.

-  The development of local enterprise clus-

ters, such as the one in the Sentier district

of Paris8.

-   The favourable impact of the financial sec-

tor on the deployment of high-speed

(high bandwidth) telecommunication

networks and related services.

As regards ICT, London and Paris signifi-

cantly surpass the other two metropolitan

areas. This has resulted, in particular, from

the multiplier effects of the existence in these

two cities of very active financial centres,

which have stimulated the development of

high-speed networks and related services.

These financial centres also explain the pre-

sence in these two cities of a large working

population of people with high qualifica-

tions in ICT. (See table 1). These favourable

conditions stimulated the development of

ICT enterprise clustering in Paris and

London through both new local companies

and the arrival of foreign companies. On a

more modest scale, similar developments

have taken place in Dublin and the

RhineRuhr area.

Finance: a highly concentrated line of business
An effective financial system is essential for

the smooth running of the economy.

Financial services, acting as vital interme-

diaries between lenders and borrowers,

savers and investors, also provide optimal

risk management.

According to European labour force sur-

veys, 5.2 million employees in the

European Union were employed in the

financial sector in 1999, i.e. approximately

3.4% of total employment in Europe. The

London FUR accounts approximately for

8.3% of European financial employment.
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Dublin London Paris Rhine-Ruhr

Number of companies 2 100 N.A 7 500 10 257
Employees 65 900 364 000 (2) 376 700 122 000
Take-off 1990s Mid-1980s Late1980s Late 1980s
Stage of Established Established Established Established
development
Strenghts - Low corporation tax - Strong demand for - National and - National leading

for ITC firms IT services international leading companies are part 
- Ireland is a global - Proximity to clients companies are part of of the cluster
leader in software (including a financial the cluster - High income
production centre) - Proximity to clients population

- Leisure software (incl. financial centre)
- Financial software to design software
- Highly qualified - Availability of training 
workforce - Well qualified

wokforce
Weaknesses - Strong competition - Competition is - High cost of access - Corporate culture 

from emerging low cost increasing in Europe to Internet - ICT sector 
countries - High property values - US competitors underdeveloped
(India, Eastern Europe) and major space - High wage costs - Problems in

- Emerging skills shortages constraints integrating different
and wage costs sharply functions
up .

Spatial aspects - Central Business District ; Software industry is Core of the cluster  is in Major  companies
- Industrial area situated heavily concentrated Paris,  the inner suburbs along the Cologne -
around the M50/Naas in London and of Paris  (Hauts de Seine ) Bonn - Dusseldorf -
Road axis; South East and south-west of Paris Essen axis

- the Sandyford business park ; (Vélizy, Saclay, etc.)
and north of Dublin City

Prospects Dublin is currently evolving London has great Ile-de-France could Depends more and
from a production centre capacity for become the software more on demand-side
to more specialised development because and multimedia capital factors such as 
activities, such as e-business it has the required of Europe within  societal acceptance,  

critical mass and assets. five years. changing values 
and integration
capacity.

ICT in Dublin, London, Paris and RhineRuhr (1)

(1) OECD definition and data collected in each region
(2) Estimate
Source: GEMACA II reports, December 2001

(8) See the article on the ICT and multime-
dia industries in Ile-de-France.
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The Ile-de-France region ranks second

with 5.4% of European staff in this sector,

but ahead of the RhineRuhr region (3.6%),

the Randstad in the Netherlands (2.7%)

and Frankfurt (2.2%). Other cities which

have performed well are, notably, Brussels

(1.5%) and Dublin (0.8%), proportionally

employing more people in the finance

industry than all other sectors on a

European level.

In the major regions of Europe, the finance

industry has developed for specific histori-

cal reasons mainly in the London and Paris

metropolitan areas, which have held their

own within the international financial

community. London capitalised very signi-

ficantly on the lifting of foreign exchange

controls in 1979 and especially financial

deregulation in 1986 to develop a financial

cluster made up of numerous enterprises

that operate in a great variety of business

lines, backed up by very powerful local

trade associations. A single regulator, the

Financial Services Authority (FSA), which

also deals with the main financial market

players in the City, regulates all financial

activities. Finance companies located in the

City benefit from major location-related

external savings due to the presence of

numerous companies (scale effect), specia-

lised sub-contractors (jurists, consultants,

IT service companies, technical experts,

etc.) and a very highly qualified labour

force trained in the world’s best manage-

ment schools.

In Paris, deregulation also boosted the

growth of the financial sector in the 1980s,

a trend which has not been sustained since

then for several reasons (sector consolida-

tion, the spread of ICT, productivity drives,

etc.), in spite of the efforts made by all

financial market players in Paris to promo-

te the French capital as a major financial

centre. Thus, the number of jobs in the

financial sector in the Paris Ile-de-France

region fell by over 10% between 1989 and

1999, particularly due to the productivity

drives carried out by the companies that

are part of the cluster. However, the invol-

vement of the Paris Bourse in the Euronext

joint venture (with a total market capitali-

sation in 2000 amounting to 2,420 billion

euros and 1,653 listed companies) is a real

asset. Although the head office of the

Euronext European holding company is

located in Amsterdam, participation in this

joint venture could increase the number of

finance companies in Paris, thereby enhan-

cing the competitive position of the French

capital.
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The finance industry in European regions
Share of European employment

The regions studied are those included in the GEMACA II project, except Ile-de-France (administrative region) and Frankfurt
(Regierungsbezirke in Darmstadt).
Data comes from European and national Labour Force Surveys. Employment is calculated according to place of residence in
1999 (London 1998).
Source: IAURIF – GEMACA II, 2001

The number of jobs in the finan-
cial sector in the Ile-de-France
region fell over 10% between

1989 and 1999. However, the
involvement of the Paris Bourse

in the Euronext joint venture
is a real asset.

DR
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In Dublin, the ambitious policy of crea-

ting the International Financial Services

Centre has helped foster strong growth in

finance-related businesses. Out of the

41,000 people employed by the financial

sector in the Dublin FUR, 15,000 are

directly or indirectly employed by the

IFSC, which has specialised in “back offi-

ce” activities. In the RhineRuhr region, the

development of finance-related busi-

nesses can be explained mainly by the

region’s economic and demographic

strengths, given that the financial capital

of Germany is located elsewhere, that is, in

Frankfurt, Rhin Main.

Clusters and 
cluster development policies

Cluster-oriented policies represent a

major shift from traditional industrial

development programmes, which focused

mainly on supporting the development of

industrial sectors as a whole. Cluster-

oriented policies are similar to action in

favour of businesses: they try to foster the

development of activities related to the

lines of business that characterise clusters.

They do so by sustaining the local/regio-

nal geographical spaces in which the acti-

vities of the business lines are concentra-

ted and by deploying all the economic

assistance available, both direct and indi-

rect (new business start-ups, local urban

planning, location/relocation assistance,

research and innovation, local venture

capital, etc.). These policies affect all the

actors involved in a cluster.
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Finance in Dublin, London, Paris and the RhineRuhr region (1)

Dublin London Paris RhineRuhr (2)
Employees (2) 41 000 438 000 284 000 190 000
Take-off 1990s End of the 19th century End of the 19th century N.A.

"Big Bang" (1986) Law of 1984
Stage of Established Established Established Established
development
Cluster Growing Growing Stabilising,  with different N.A.
development trends in subsectors
Strengths - International Financial - One of the top three - Euronext - The region’s

Services Centre (IFSC) : global financial centres - Numerous international demographic  
directly and indirectly with New York and Tokyo headquaters and economic 
employs 15,000 people at - 479 foreign banks - One of the world’s weight
an integrated central - Innovation leading business - High levels
location. - Presence of most  services centres of personal

- Special corporation tax European companies - Easy and cheap access income
regime - Highly qualified staff to euro markets 

- Investment fund
administration

Weaknesses - Size: the cluster lacks - European competition - High wages costs - The absence of
critical mass from Frankfurt and - An insufficient number a financial centre

- The shortage of Euronext of French financial - Competition 
specialised staff (Paris/Amsterdam) intermediaries. from Franckfurt

- Lack of public transport - A relative lack of private 
- Road congestion investors

- The tax regime is less
favourable in Paris
than in London

Spatial aspects - Finance services are - The City (the «Square Mile» - Financial services are N.A.
concentrated in the Central with a surface area of concentrated in the
Business District of Dublin 2.5 sq. km.) business districts of  

- Concentration in the - Docklands western Paris (near the 
International Financial - Outside London, most bourse), in La Défense and
Services Centre in Dublin of the employment is in the eastern suburbs 
Docklands. A purpose in back office activities (back office activities)
built centre. - A North-West axis is 

emerging
Prospects - Need to move up the - London is likely to - Impact of ICT will cause N.A.

value chain in selected preserve its strenghts restructuring; future 
niche areas - Growing demand for movement of

- Improve the quality of international financial headquaters.
the general urban services - Development of
environmental, giving workforce skills.
priority to housing and - Enhancement of the
transport. competitiveness of the 

Euronext financial
market

(1) Sector definition based on the nomenclature of economic activity. Eurostat data; labour force surveys.
(2) Information compiled by IAURIF from Eurostat data and local sources of statistics.
Source: GEMACA II reports, December 2001
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Cluster-oriented development strategies still

tend to be exploratory, and have been

implemented with varying degrees of

sophistication in Dublin, London, Paris and

the RhineRuhr region. The first metropoli-

tan area to implement such a strategy was

Dublin in the early 1990s, and this has been

a factor of the dramatic development of the

area. This strategy featured economic and

urban development planning measures

(Technology Foresight Ireland, and the

National Development plan,), and measures

to strengthen existing regional growth

centres (such as the Digital Media Hub in

Dublin). By contrast, it was not until the late

1990s that the RhineRuhr, Paris and

London areas began to implement cluster-

oriented policies: the “Local Productive

Systems” (LPS) policy in Ile-de-France; the

software enterprise cluster in Dortmund;

and the biotechnology cluster in London.

Based on 21 case studies and an analysis of

all the existing literature on enterprise clus-

tering, the GEMACA team drew up a

methodology for formulating cluster-orien-

ted policies in European regions.A review of

the principal features of this cluster approa-

ch and the main policy recommendations

for each of the four European metropolitan

areas studied was undertaken.

Overall action framework
On the basis of the work by Charles and

Hogwood on the Cluster Policy Cycle as

well as its own studies, the GEMACA team

drew up an overall action framework for

formulating enterprise cluster policies.

This approach comprises five major stages:

taking the initial political decision; identi-

fying clusters; defining the action frame-

work; implementing the appropriate tools;

and evaluating policies.

First stage: taking the political decision to 
use clusters
The first stage of the overall action frame-

work is an awareness-enhancing process

during which the political decision is

taken to implement a cluster-oriented

policy. It is important that this process

should take place at the level of the

Functional Urban Region (FUR), that is,

on a geographical/spatial scale consistent

with the clusters of economic activity

concerned.

The decision to implement such develop-

ment policies is usually taken by local or

national government authorities. It is a

difficult choice to make as such policies

represent a major challenge, which has a

better chance of success if it is part of a

collective action programme. A commit-

ment to a cluster-oriented policy amount

to accepting innovation, and often needs

to be preceded by public debate, during

which the advantages and disadvantages

are discussed in the light of specific regio-

nal characteristics. Such a debate must be

as free and open as possible to involve all

of the economic agents in the territory or

community concerned.

Second stage: identifying clusters
Once the decision has been taken, the next

step is to identify all the clusters that exist

in each FUR. As mentioned above (see box

1), the statistical data for this task are

inadequate. It is therefore necessary to

adopt the same participatory approach as

before, that is, to obtain the help of cluster

participants in identifying the clusters.

Once this stage has been completed, it

becomes essential to characterise each clus-

ter in terms of geographical spread, core

activities, stage of development, functio-

ning, internal and external links, strengths

and weaknesses, threats and opportunities,

etc.

Next, it is necessary to identify the benefits

of each region in terms of location. In so

doing, the process particularly emphasise

location incentives, such as the availability

of universities and vocational training ins-

titutes, sources of venture capital, science

parks, infrastructural facilities and urban

planning. In addition, any disincentives to

cluster development should be noted.
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Source: GEMACA II 2002, adapted from Hogwood and Charles (2001)
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The four regions studied have adopted

this approach of systematically identifying

enterprise clusters only quite recently. In

the London area, this approach was used

in full by the Department of Trade and

Industry to produce a national report for

the British government. In Dublin and the

south of the RhineRuhr region, this syste-

matic approach was implemented as

recently as in 2001. And in the Paris Ile-

de-France region, all such initiatives have

been recent and the results of local initia-

tives, given that regional studies have been

incomplete.

Third stage: defining the policy action framework
Defining the exact role of local government

authorities in relation to enterprise clusters

is one of the most complex and controver-

sial issues discussed by economists. The

content of a governing authority’s strategy

of support must be a function of the cha-

racteristics and dynamics specific to each

local cluster.

Before a governing authority takes any poli-

tical action in favour of clusters, it must first

draw up a consistent development strategy

based on clear, long-term objectives. Such a

strategy must be formulated collectively by

means of a participatory process to agree

on a shared vision of each cluster in terms

of objectives and the operational resources

to implement this vision. The strategy must

be formulated at FUR level, because it is at

this geographical level that such a policy

will be most effective.

At this point, it is important to note that

clustering policy must not induce speciali-

sation logic. In other words, it must not

lead the governing authorities to favour

certain clusters by designating them as spe-

cialists in a given line of business chosen

from the regional portfolio of business

lines. International research including

work by  Porter in the USA rejects such a

policy of specialisation, as it risks distorting

competition. It can also have very negative

repercussions in case of a sharp downturn

in the economic cycle.

It is very important that local government

authorities should play a supportive and

catalysing role in favour of any existing ini-

tiatives, rather than a leading role. When a

local government authority has played a

major part in the start-up of a cluster, it

should give way as soon as possible and

hand leadership over to the private sector

and local institutions. Conversely, local

government authorities have a strategic role

to play as providers of support for clusters

over time and as providers that use the most

appropriate tools (see the 4th stage of this

overall action framework).

Finally, it is quite rare for the public

authorities to create a cluster out of

nothing, the only notable exception being

Dublin, but it was in a very special econo-

mic context. Efforts to foster clustering are

expensive and often vain, and very few

cluster support policies have been success-

ful in other developed countries. In other

words, government authorities should

concentrate their support efforts on clus-

ters that are at some early stage of deve-

lopment, including embryonic clusters.

This is of strategic importance, because it

is at early stages of development that clus-

ters most need help.

Fourth stage: implementing the policy tools 
Cluster development policies are a recent

phenomenon. The measures taken under

such policies can be placed in three catego-

ries: direct support for cluster enterprises;

improvements to the regional environment;

and action in favour of co-ordination.

Direct support first consists of ensuring

that cluster enterprises benefit from all

existing forms of support, by mobilising

and co-ordinating all the aids available.
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Source : BioTeam Paris Region®, 2002

BioTeam Paris-Région®, a brand common to 
the biotechnology growth sector in Ile-de-France

BioTeam Paris-Région®, a branded biotechnology network in Ile-de-
France, aims to promote the regional biotechnology-related sector interna-
tionally and to secure its leadership in Europe.
The following are the founding partners of the BioTeam Paris-Région®
network:
- the Paris Ile-de-France Regional Development Agency (ARD);
- the Essonne County Economic Development Agency (AEE);
- the Paris Development Agency (PDA).
These three founding partners have registered the BioTeam Paris-Région®
brand as an official trademark. The network is open to all potential regio-
nal partners from the life sciences sector.
By coming together, the BioTeam Paris-Région® partners wished to pool
their resources under a single brand name. This pooling of resources makes
for the more effective promotion of the biotechnology sector international-
ly and the development of a joint strategic approach by the partners invol-
ved. 
More specifically, the BioTeam Paris-Région® network has set itself short
and medium term objectives:
- short-term objectives: to build up a consistent image of the biotechnolo-
gy-related sector in Ile-de-France by advertising it under the single BioTeam
Paris-Région® brand name. The presentation document is a good illus-
tration of this policy. This consistent image will give France’s leading bio-
technology hub a higher international profile.

- medium-term objectives: to deploy and sustain the BioTeam Paris-
Région® network; to implement a missionary selling plan; to attend all
major biotechnology-related international events; to foster mergers, acqui-
sitions, and joint ventures between biotech firms; and to support the
growth of biotech firms in Ile-de-France.
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Such action also aims to facilitate the creation

of start-ups and the location/relocation of

enterprises in clusters through the develop-

ment of specialised organisations (company

incubator in Evry, Ile-de-France, London

Bioscience Innovation Centre, the Media Park

in Dortmund, etc.). It includes the attraction of

international companies by the economic deve-

lopment agencies in the four regions. In some

cases, the authorities even create a common

brand for their region (see box 2). The arrival of

start-ups or existing companies in a cluster fos-

ters a spirit of competition, a key driver of

innovation. Enterprises in a cluster can also

benefit from certain services provided via an

internet portal or the provision of customised

information about economic or technological

developments.

Improving the regional environment is achieved

through a series of measures that have an indirect

impact, such as enhancing the business climate,

fostering innovation and technology transfers,

urban planning, local infrastructure develop-

ment (roads, telecom networks, etc.), encoura-

ging training, improving security, easier access to

capital and better local governance. The initia-

tives taken by local authorities in the four regions

studied have included the implementation of

local urban development plans favouring the

growth of enterprise clusters. Thus, the Digital

Media Hub project in Dublin has aimed to foster

the development of information technology (IT)

companies and other companies with high grow-

th potential in a 2.8 hectare site situated in the

historic city centre near the Guinness brewery

and Christchurch cathedral. The Media Lab

Europe joint venture between the government of

Ireland and MIT in the United States will be loca-

ted on this site, in which the Irish government

will invest 130 million euros.

Action in favour of co-ordination is also a core

element of enterprise clustering policies. The

aim is to stimulate cluster development by a

regional strategy of fostering links between clus-

ter players. This is where development agencies

have an important role to play. Such a strategy

may be implemented at local level by specialised

bodies, such as the “Net Sentier” association in

Paris for multimedia and Internet development,

the financial centre in Dublin and the Media

Park in Dortmund. The policy of fostering the

development of links between cluster actors may

lead to direct financial support for bodies that

play a leadership role in local cluster develop-

ment, as has been the practice in Ile-de-France

and Dublin. There is also an international

dimension to policies for fostering co-operation

by the development of international links for

enterprise clusters in each region. Thus, for

example, the “Net Sentier” association in Paris

visited the Lebanon early in 2002 with the sup-

port of the French DATAR regional develop-

ment agency.

Fifth stage: evaluating policies
The last stage is essential as it consists of evalua-

ting the results of the measures taken in order to

correct and improve them. This evaluation must

cover all the policy-making stages to understand

what may have gone wrong. This is the only way

to ensure the optimal effectiveness of any impro-

vements. An evaluation based on results alone

would not be sufficient due to the structural

complexity of clusters and the mechanisms that

affect their development.

The participatory evaluation method proposed

by Diez and Esteban is particularly suitable for

the process of evaluating clusters. All cluster par-

ticipants contribute to the evaluation of the clus-

ter-oriented policies, which makes for a

constructive approach to their improvement.

This also calls for the formation of an evaluation

committee made up of representatives of private

sector companies, public sector actors, the

chambers of commerce, etc.

The evaluation of enterprise cluster policies can

be based on several performance indicators:

- results;

- the dynamics of co-operation;

- entrepreneurship;

- trends in enterprise locations and relo-

cations.
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In addition to drawing up an overall action framework,
the GEMACA team produced policy recommendations
specific to each of the four European regions studied. 

Policy recommendations for Dublin
In Dublin, cluster-oriented policies have been essential
to the creation and development of IT and financial ser-
vices companies, notably by attracting a very large
number of international firms.
To enhance public policy in favour of clustering, the fol-
lowing are considered necessary.
- To strengthen academic research in order to make it

100% world-class.
- To facilitate the transfer of knowledge between

research organisations and companies.
- To foster the existence of a better trained workforce

with a broader range of skills.
- To develop a base of sub-contractors that can support

and service the appropriate sectors in each cluster.
- To provide appropriate industrial infrastructure.
- To implement an economic policy that is more favou-

rable to the targeted sector(s).
- To protect intellectual property rights.
- To offer access to equity and other sources of financing.
Finally, the GEMACA team would recommend increasing
access to economic data specific to clusters and enhan-
cing the tracking of clusters in order to have a more tho-
rough understanding of their trends and dynamics.

Policy Recommendations for London
The GEMACA studies confirmed that London has nume-
rous assets that are highly conducive to the formation
and development of clusters. The recommended strate-
gy for London would be to remove the barriers to clus-
tering created by the government itself, notably by
reducing the policy and budgetary uncertainties that
adversely affect large economic and urban develop-
ment projects. The state of chronic underinvestment and
indecision in public transport is also a major drag on the
development of enterprise clusters.
One of the fundamental requirements for a successful clus-
ter policy in London is a better understanding of the com-
petitive advantages they generate. It is also necessary to
avoid favouring a particular cluster at the expense of the
others. The best policy is to improve London’s general busi-

ness environment. The role of the local government autho-
rity should be to support local activity by providing efficient
public institutions, infrastructure and urban services such
as education, transport and security, and by reducing
uncertainty in the decision-making process.

Policy recommendations for Paris
One of the distinctive features of the Paris Ile-de-France
region has been the apparently “spontaneous” deve-
lopment of activities with a high growth potential. In
fact, this development has been due to several factors
that have favoured this region: its economic and demo-
graphic strength; its high concentration of public and pri-
vate sector research centres; the large number of high-
tech companies that make up its economic fabric; the
presence of a well qualified workforce; and, last but not
least, its inhabitants’ taste for innovation and their
openness to new practices.1

Enterprise cluster-oriented policies are still not very well
developed in the Paris Ile-de-France region, a situation
which could have very negative repercussions if it conti-
nued. Hence the need to take more action.
Based on previous experiences of measures taken in Ile-
de-France to promote local clusters (optics valley, the
genetics hub or “génopôle” in Evry, the multimedia hub
in Montreuil, the image hub in Seine-Saint-Denis, etc.),
the following recommendations have been put forward:
- To build on ongoing experiences in the Ile-de-France

region by comparing them with other initiatives taken
in France or abroad.

- To pool the expertise, skills and know-how of compa-
nies with similar economic or technological interests to
enhance their competitiveness.

- To create a “tool box” of good and bad practices for
inclusion in cluster-oriented policies.

- To use this toolbox to increase the chances of success of
the local clusters in progress in the Ile-de-France region.

- To sustain and capitalise on initiatives taken by local
clusters at county (departmental) and regional level,
in particular as part of action taken by the ARD Ile-de-
France regional development agency.

In addition to such direct and individual support for each
local cluster in the Ile-de-France region, it is necessary to
think as soon as possible about clusters on a regional
level. This means:

- identifying all sectors/clusters currently expanding
rapidly in the Ile-de-France region;

- locating the players (companies and institutions that
have established links between themselves) who are
actively contributing to in the economic dynamics and
momentum of each cluster;

- co-ordinating and developing the initiatives already
taken.

This could lead to the formulation of a regional strategy
in favour of enterprise clustering in the Paris Ile-de-
France region.

Policy Recommendations for the RhineRuhr region
As part of a cluster-oriented policy, five priorities have
been identified for the RhineRuhr region.
- First, there is a need to make all the actors concer-

ned more aware of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of cluster policies, because they are still little
known or misunderstood in this region. It is there-
fore necessary to initiate and co-ordinate efforts to
communicate more on the potential benefits of
cluster-oriented policies.

- A cluster-oriented policy should develop new or
existing local skills in at least five priority areas:
location marketing of the Ruhr region; human
resource management; innovation and technology
management; internal and external networking
and knowledge management.

- The launch of a common learning process strongly
involving the participation of companies.

- These policies should be part of an overall strategy of
enhancing the economic and business environment,
which goes well beyond the focus on cluster manage-
ment as such.

- Finally, cluster-oriented policies should use new eva-
luation methods. 

(1) The faster growth of the internet in Ile-de-
France compared with the rest of France can be
explained by the fact that the inhabitants of this
region have a greater ability to adopt the innova-
tions generated by information technology.
Source: GEMACA II reports, December 2001

Specific cluster policy recommendations
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Conclusion

Located in core parts of the regions concer-

ned, clusters are playing an increasingly

important role with regard to identifying eco-

nomic strengths and weaknesses as well as

development strategies. However, implemen-

ting the clustering approach is a complex pro-

cess in terms of cluster identification and clus-

ter-oriented policies.

Thanks to the studies it has conducted, the

GEMACA team has highlighted a number of

key factors of success regarding the implemen-

tation of cluster-oriented policies.

- It is important to choose the right spatial

boundaries for analysing and shaping clus-

ters, the most suitable geographical scale

being that of the functional urban region

(FUR).

- The importance of designing and develo-

ping suitable analytical tools. An economic

analysis of a given territory based on the

enterprise cluster concept is an attractive

approach, but it soon comes up against a

series of difficulties. Hence, the need to crea-

te and use ad hoc tools, including statistical

instruments, to analyse the reality of clus-

ters. This approach has been adopted

recently internationally including by some

States in the USA, which have set up analy-

tical structures that suited the scale of clus-

ters. This initiative made for a more refined

analysis of clustering and the inner wor-

kings of clusters, thereby allowing the State

authorities to act more effectively.

- At the heart of a successful overall action fra-

mework is the need for a collective (commu-

nity/cluster-based) process involving the acti-

ve participation of all the actors concerned;

- Good integrated regional governance has an

important role to play in mobilising existing

skills and resources for the benefit of the

economic development strategy that most

favours business, employment and the eco-

nomic welfare of the inhabitants of major

urban areas.
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